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 31 August 2011 
 
 
Your Order Number:   
Item:  
 
 
Dear  
 
Thank you for your recent order. As a manufacturer and supplier of research chemicals we are 
required to maintain strict controls over the supply of our chemicals and equipment. Your order 
contains an item which requires a declaration and/or licence. Below is a form which needs to be 
completed and faxed back to us before we can continue processing this product. Other items  on 
your order not requiring a declaration will be despatched as per normal.  
 

If your completed form is not returned to us within 10 working days the item will be cancelled.  
 
 
Please fax back all forms to 01747 833569 
 
Please contact us if you have any questions regarding the forms as we want to process your 
order with the minimum delay. We can be contacted by telephone on 01747 833311 
 
 
Sigma-Aldrich Customer Service 



ENDUSER(FORM H) 31-Aug-11 

OZONE DEPLETOR 
END USER STATEMENT 

 
CUSTOMER:  
  
  
  
  
  
 

PURCHASE ORDER:   OUR REF:   
 
This product is an ozone depletor under the specifications of the Montreal Protocol and EC Regulation No 
1005/2009. The uses of this product are limited to “Essential Laboratory Uses” defined as “Laboratory uses, 
including research and development”. 

We require an "end use declaration" for the product(s) which you have requested to certify that your uses are  
allowed. 

On receipt of a signed copy of this letter, your order will be processed. 

PRODUCT NUMBER:  

PRODUCT NAME:  
 
Detailed end usage:   (Please be specific; descriptions such as “research purposes” are not sufficient) 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
___________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
 

We confirm that the substance referred to above will be used solely for legal purposes and will only be 
resold or otherwise supplied to a customer on the condition that the customer will furnish a similar 
declaration of use. 
 

Certain procedures are specifically disallowed or prohibited. The products will NOT be:- 
 

a) Exported outside the EC; 
b) Used for a purpose not encompassed by the permitted “essential laboratory uses”; 
c) Used in the fields of refrigeration and airconditioning, cleaning, preservation, sterilisation, 

aerosols, finger printing services or the production of foams; 
d) If Trichlorotrifluoroethane and Carbon Tetrachloride, it will not be used for Oil-in-Water analyses; 
e) Used for any other purposes restricted by our current conditions of sale. 

 

YOUR OZONE DEPLETOR ID No:  ______________________________  
 
SIGNATURE: __________________________________   DATE:_________________________________  

PRINT NAME: _________________________________   TITLE : _______________________________  

COMPANY:_____________________________________________________________________________  

 

How to get the ID number?  

In order to obtain your ID No you can register via the ODS homepage 
(http://ec.europa.eu/clima/policies/ozone/ods_en.htm) under the "Laboratory-ODS-database" section.   The 
form requires the user to enter his name or company name, address, contact person, telephone, fax, email and a 
password.  The ID number will be sent by e-mail to the subscriber. 


